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1. 選擇題，共 40 題，每題 2.5 分 

(     ) 1. Nancy ________ through the scrapbook page after page until she found the clipping she 
was looking for. 
(A) flipped     (B)resumed     (C)scribbled     (D)consulted 

(     ) 2. When she fell, she suffered a ______ of her wrist.  
(A) accusation     (B)carol     (C)fracture     (D)dandruff 

(     ) 3. I failed Math this semester. It seems ________ that I am obliged to take the make-up test. 
(A) exclusive     (B)imaginary     (C)avoidable     (D)inevitable 

(     ) 4. How terrible the war was! Thousands of people were killed in the ______. 
(A) nomination     (B)massacre     (C)ramp     (D)prodigy 

(     ) 5. The gym is closed on Monday for routine ________ work. The facilities are kept in good 
condition by the regular checking and repairing. 
(A) disturbance     (B)eloquence     (C)maintenance     (D)alliance 

(     ) 6. Seeing the ______ of those battered women, she was determined to build a women's 
shelter.  
(A) astronaut     (B)sculptor     (C)agony     (D)banquet 

(     ) 7. The trade unions must give ________ to promoting the interests of their members. 
Nothing else is as important. 
(A) analysis     (B)discipline     (C)obstacle     (D)priority  

(     ) 8. Normally, those who ________ the loss of beloved family will suffer from a 
bereavement. 
(A) initiate    (B)undergo    (C)overestimate    (D)pretend  

(     ) 9.The ________ of this piece of cloth is too coarse. Do you have a finer one ? 
(A) content    (B)display    (C)extent    (D)texture  

(     ) 10. There used to be a very clear ______ between a man's role at home and a woman's. 
(B) (A)corporation     (B)commission     (C)abortion     (D)distinction 

(     ) 11.It is very cruel to ______ at someone with disability.   
(A) wink     (B)mock     (C)soak     (D)trim 
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(     ) 12.With constant changes in the government, it was only possible to ________ what would 
happen in the future. 
(A) speculate     (B)haunt     (C)sustain     (D)meditate  

(     ) 13.Joseph's behavior is so unpredictable that no one can ________ exactly what he will do. 
(A) persuade     (B)interact     (C)anticipate     (D)request 

(     ) 14.To ______ one's country, to be a traitor, is considered the worse crime. 
(A) clone     (B)whisk     (C)toil     (D)betray 

(     ) 15.The plane will be landing in ________ twenty minutes. 
(A) deliberately     (B)extensively     (C)alternatively     (D)approximately 

(     ) 16.We were really ________ that our baseball team, Chinese Taipei, won the third place in 
the Baseball World Cup. 
(A) depressed (B)imaginative (C)thrilled (D)discouraged  

(     ) 17.The tape is the only missing one of my collection and therefore has great ________ 
value. 
(A) sentimental     (B)passionate     (C)psychological     (D)spiritual  

(     ) 18.The US government has to ______ 1,000 more troops to the Mexican border to stop 
illegal immigration and drug trafficking. 
(A) disapprove     (B)dispatch     (C)stammer    (D)uncover 

(     ) 19.The death penalty should be ________. It's not right to take away one person's life for 
another. 
(A) abolished     (B)established     (C)reinforced     (D)conserved 

(     ) 20.I don't know for sure what I am going to do this weekend, but ________ I plan to visit 
an old friend of mine in southern Taiwan. 
(A) tentatively     (B)inevitably     (C)unknowingly     (D)numerously 

(     ) 21.The organization pays a ______ to her contribution.  
(A) sensitivity     (B)continuity     (C)tribute     (D)freight  

(     ) 22.No stock ______ can predict the rise and fall of stocks without error. 
(A) donor     (B)silicon     (C)analyst     (D)slang 

(     ) 23.He swallowed a ______ after each meal. 
(A) refund     (B)therapy     (C)capsule     (D)buckle 

(     ) 24.What you responded to her is ________ to a flat refusal. 
(A) reluctant (B)contagious (C)magnificent (D)equivalent  

(     ) 25.Technological changes will ________ lead to a change in human relationships. 
(A) suspiciously    (B)generously    (C)earnestly    (D)ultimately  

(     ) 26.In nature, females often bear the burden of parenthood, but among some bird species, 
the sexual roles are _________ males carry the load. 
(A) violated     (B)reversed     (C)identified     (D)encouraged  

(     ) 27.In some parts of India, farmers still use hand tools to cut the ______ of harvested rice. 
(A) braids     (B)formats     (C)stalks     (D)eclipses 
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(     ) 28.To reduce the damage caused by the earthquake, people should ________ fasten or 

move heavy or breakable object to lower locations. 
(A) securely (B)superstitiously (C)roughly (D)frantically 

(     ) 29.I ________ that there must be many people who need money desperately, because banks 
have recently spent lots of money on advertising "cash cards". 
(A) presume     (B)subsume     (C)resume     (D)consume 

(     ) 30.It is ______ that so many teenagers cannot write correct Chinese characters.  
(A) outrageous     (B)picturesque     (C)sympathetic     (D)pathetic 

(     ) 31.Though we often call a rat a mouse, there are actually some noticeable ______ between 
these two animals. 
(A) corporations     (B)commissions     (C)distinctions     (D)interpretations 

(     ) 32.The boy's interest in science was ______ by his visit to the science museum. 
(A) browsed     (B)jeered     (C)filtered     (D)kindled 

(     ) 33.He was chosen to do the ______ because he sang best in the chorus. 
(A) foil     (B)solo     (C)toad     (D)ware 

(     ) 34.Usually women can detect ______ emotional changes better than men.  
(A) subtle     (B)deadly     (C)disposable     (D)obvious 

(     ) 35.Each political party does its own opinion poll and is meanwhile ________ of the one 
done by its opposite party. 
(A) conscious     (B)skeptical     (C)confident     (D)enthusiastic 

(     ) 36.The new compact car won many awards because of its ________ design. 
(A) naive     (B)innovative     (C)imaginary     (D)glorious  

(     ) 37.We need to see life in ________, finding out what is truly important in our life. 
(A) prospect     (B)perspective     (C)suspect     (D)spectacle  

(     ) 38.My ________ told me that you couldn't trust him. It seemed to me that he was not 
dependable. 
(A) identity     (B)intuition     (C)theory     (D)insight  

(     ) 39.______ will be fined three hundred and sixty dollars if they are caught jaywalking. 
(A)Nourishments     (B)Pedestrians     (C)Sanctuaries     (D)Pollutants 

(     ) 40.The government has ______ a hundred million dollars to the typhoon-stricken areas. 
(A) enhanced     (B)disabled     (C)allocated     (D)animated 
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